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Mobile DASCOM label printer impresses thanks to the spare parts supply service

Bleker Autoteile upgrades to the Tally Dascom DP-530L
The customer
Bleker Autoteile GmbH belongs to Bleker Group
Borken and is one of the most reliable and efficient original parts suppliers in Germany. Bleker
Autoteile is one of the leading suppliers of original spare parts for Citroen, DS Automobiles,
Peugeot, Opel, Chevrolet, Renault, Dacia, Nissan,

For a perfect overview
and optimal package marking
Bleker Autoteile offers a new package marking
system, which now enables the customer to track
the relevant order from the outside - without having to open the packaging. This allows orders to
be sorted quickly and clearly and stored accordingly. This allocation information is created with
label printers that are connected to the Bleker
Group’s SAP system via WLAN. The customer individually determines which allocation information
is required on the label. The compact mobile Tally
Dascom DP-530L printers with WLAN are now
used for the small parts warehouse. And they are
a resounding success.

Perfect delivery
with complete documentation

Fiat, Alfa Romeo, Lancia, Chrysler, Dodge and
Jeep. Bleker supplies authorized dealers as well
as independent workshops and keeps around
40,000 parts in stock.

Picking and repackaging

made repackaging easier, but has also enabled
goods deliveries to be transferred to a closed
system. The firm of Heinrich Wietholt GmbH from
Velen has been serving Bleker in the printing sector for many years and is very familiar with its internal processes. They were able to suggest an
efficient new solution in the form of the Tally Dascom DP-530L, which has more than proven itself
and saves Bleker-Autoteile both time and money.

The new printing system
significantly improves
delivery services

The DP-530L mobile printer also proves its worth
in order-picking operations in the warehouses.
Many original spare parts are supplied by the
manufacturers in boxes and bags containing sev- “Its operation is very simple. The label rolls
eral items of the same article. If only a part of are changed in no time and the long battery
the contents of such a package is needed dur- life allows for extensive label printing,” says
ing order picking, the parts are taken out by the Schulze-Schwering from Bleker Autoteile with enstaff and repackaged. New labels are needed on thusiasm.
site to label this new packaging. This, of course,
is also a case for the robust little Tally Dascom Fewer delivery complaints lead
thermal printer which, due to its low weight, can
to significant time savings
be taken anywhere
and started up at “Thanks to our new labelling system, mixany location. It ena- ups are impossible. All in all, this of course
bles efficient work- means significant savings for us”, reports
ing, especially in Schulze-Schwering. Because the mobile DASCOM
the logistics sector. label printer has been such a success at Bleker
Thanks to various in- Autoteile’s delivery service, all branches and deterfaces (Bluetooth partments will gradually be equipped with the
or WiFi), the printer handy and powerful Tally Dascom DP-530L.
can be easily connected to a variety
of systems.

Bleker Autoteile serves courier customers and socalled tour customers. Tour customers receive the
goods from the warehouse. Before being loaded
into the vehicle their goods are marked with an
HU (handling unit) sticker. The driver scans all the
packages he is taking for the tour. He now has all
the information on his mobile device and can see Shipping is now error-free
immediately at the customer’s premises which
and efficient
goods he has to deliver. He then scans the HU
again when he hands it over to the customer. This At Bleker Autoteile picking and shipping have
ensures complete documentation of the handover now become even more efficient and trouble free.
The use of mobile DASCOM printers has not only
of goods and prevents any mix-ups.

Mobile printers from DASCOM – simply unbeatable
The DP-530/530L: Sturdy and flexible in its use
Powerful and reliable
With the Tally Dascom DP-530 series you can
concentrate fully on your core tasks, because

their simple operation requires little attention.
They print 3” wide paper rolls as well as labels,
making them the ideal solution for on-site printing of receipts, proofs of delivery or warehouse
labels.

is via the USB 2.0 interface. Bluetooth and Wi-Fi
interfaces are available for wireless communication. The printer can be operated at 12 or 24 volts,
meaning it is suitable for use with all standard
electrical systems. A 220 V power supply is also
optionally available, enabling stationary use.

Sturdy and easy to operate

The highlights at a glance:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Simple operatio
Robust housing
Multiple interfaces
Light weight
Direct PDF/PostScript printing
Special model for printing labels (DP-530L)

To ensure it can cope with demanding environments, the DP-541 has been specially designed
Fast and flexible
so that it is reliable and easy to use. It has sturdy
The print performance of the direct thermal print- housing and can be used in an extended temperers reaches up to 127 mm/sec (5 ips). It supports ature range of -18 to +50° C. Whether water, dust
a variety of popular emulations, such as ZPL and or vibrations, this printer is IP54-certified and
EPL. What’s more, ESC/POS and other emulations takes everything in its stride.
are also available. But one of the highlights is its
PostScript support, meaning it can directly print The printer’s wide range of configuration options
PDF files.
are managed via an internal website.

Wide-ranging possibilities

Tally Dascom
DP-530L

Tally Dascom
DP-530

Easy installation

It is also flexible when communicating with lap- Thanks to various mounting options, the printer is
tops, touchpads or handheld devices: connection easy to install on order picking trolleys or vehicles.

The products of DASCOM Europe GmbH:
Mobile printers
The work place
professionals.
Compact in size, well thought
out details, cost-effective
basic model with numerous
upgrade features.
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Thermal printers
Robust and compact.
Suitable in several areas
such as production, medical
supplies or trade for a wide
variety of uses.

Card printers
Fast and reliable.
Whether company cards,
loyalty cards or cashless
payments – the right cards
have to meet many requirements.

Dot-matrix printers
Innovative all-rounders.
The right decision if you
need to print quickly, costeffectively and in large
volumes with carbon copies.

Flatbed Printer
Strong guys.
Whether multiple sets or
continuous forms, perfect
for recipes, receipts, appli
cation forms, invoices,
loading lists, etc.
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